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In the analysis of the problem of the conservation of parity in strong interactions we proceed 

from the fact that the law of conservation of combined parity is a fundamental law of the symmetry 

in nature and is fulfilled in all the interactions and the conservation of spatial parity in some in

teractions follows from additional requirements of invariance. One can come to these conclusions 

if one assume that properties of space-time with respect to the reflections exhibit in the behaviour 

of those particles which in the given stage of development are considered to be elementary. Then, 

one may conclude from the non-conservation of parity in weak interact ions that the space-time 

has no property of symmetry with respect to the reflection of space coordinate and one has to in

vestigate the conservation of parity in each interaction. 

As it was shown iJ 1,21 the non-conservation of parity in strong interactions may be expected 

in those processes in which k-mesons and hyperons interact. The processes of the formation of 

k-mesons and hyperons play an important part at very high energies. The contribution from !(-me

son-hyperon forces to the processes of the interactions of !II -mesons with nucleons increases 

with increasing energy. Therefore the high energy reactions are of great interest from the point of 

view of consenation of parity in strong interactions . It should be noted that at very high energies 

the processes of the production of two , three of more particles play a predominant role. 

ln._ the present paper we treat the processes the final states of which contain N particles 

( N ~ 3 ), namely, we examine what asymmetries in the distribution of produced particles testify to 

the non-conservation of parity in strong interactions. Let us investigate in what reactions and 

between what particles theappearance of such asymmetries will be more probable, and also s tate 

the cases in which the asymmetry due to the decay of a hyperon as one of N-particles in the final 

state will testify to the non-conservation of parity in strong interactions. 

Consider the reaction of the type: 

a + I - c, + c.t. + · · · · + c/1{ 

in the final state of which there are N particles, the spins of particles being arbitrary. The cross 

section of such a process is written in the form 

....,. -
where k is the momentum of the initial particle, fl. (i."' I, .. ~t-!} are the momenta of particles in - -- ~ ~ -the final state (in the center of mass system), n. ;::. k /\ b n. = ~ 1\ f.. 
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The coefficients A , l3 i" , C i.d are the scalar functions k 4 , P . .t ; (k P, ) and (Il P,. ) ""hile 

the terms in the cross section which contain <n: P: ), oren: .. . ~) a~e not invariant with respect to 

the operation of the reflection of spatial coordinates. The vector k is directed along the axis z, 

the directions of the vectors if (i '"- I,. IV-') are described with the angles ~ , ~ , where 

V( is the angle between k and P , 'f, is an asimuthal angle which should be calculated from ~~ l L - - ---the fixed plane determined by the vectors k and P~ , where P!. is the momentum of any final par-

tide. The coefficient s A , I3 . K , C i.xl are even function s of the angles ~ ; --) ( n,. f.c and 

cn:K ffJ are odd functions If; . It is easy to show chat the term A of the cross section which 

conserves the parity give no asymmetry in the particle distribution with respect to the fixed plane, 

~ :;?- - -on the contra ry the terms of the type B. l( ( nl P><. ) or C,:,<£. (n,>t. ft) which do not conserve the 

parity give the asymmetry in the distribution of par c i c 1 e s w i t h respect to the fixed plane. 

Thus, onuthe parity is not conserved in strong interactions it should appear asymmetries with 

respect to any plane going in the direction of the momentum of an incident particle and the direc

tion of the momentum of any but quite definite final particle: a) in the distribution of some ocher de

finite final particle or b) in the summary distribution 2,3 .... (N-2) of other final particles. It should 

be noted that if the parity is not conserved it should appear asymmetries with respect to the planes 

going in the directions of any two final particles in the distribution of the initial particle as well as 

in the distribution of other final particles. 

We investigate the question in what prCicesses and with respect to the distribution of what 

particles one may expect the appearance of asymmetries related to the non-conservation of parity in 

strong interactions. On the basis of our arguments about the role of k-meson-hyperon interactions 

it should be expected the appearance of desired asymmetries in the distrtoution of those baryons and 

mesons among which there are strange particles . Then, in my opinion, the appearance of these asy .... 

metries in the distribution of those particles which has been produced in central collisions is more 

probable and on the contrary, the appearance of asymmetries in the distribution of those particles 

the part of which itas been produced in peripheral interactions or has received the small momentum 

transfer in the reaction under consideratiou is less probable. For example, in the process !h+ d.-

-- 1\0 + K -+ f it is quite difficult to expect the desired asymmetry ( if it is not performed like 

a two-stage process, as in the pape/ •f/) since the role of one of final particles in the production of 

strange particles is rather small. The appearance of the asymmetry in the k-meson distribution with 

respect to the plane constructed by the incident § -meson and hyperon in the reaction of the 

typel31 

§-+ f -- J\ o + Ko + (N''!ll) .JF-+ f -- L.-+ K+ + (!V's) 
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(where Jf1() is any number of .9/ -mesons, their summary electrical charge equals zero) is 

also unlikely (thougn more probable than in !K-+"-- A.
0+1<."+f> ) since the presence of .91 -

mesons in the final state is not necessary. 

The appearance of asymmetries corresponding to the non-conservation of parity in the distribu-

tion of those 'n' final particles (2 ~ n ~ N - 1 ) the productions of (n-1) any particles from 

which is forbidden in accordance the law of conservation of s trangeness or of number of baryons or 

of electrical charge is more · probable. The production of such n-particles is considered to be inte~ 

conditional there are among them no particles which would be produced incidentally in peripheral 

interact ions. 

Let us consider the reactions of the type: 

!/!-+ f- L,++ Ko+ !!i- + (KTt>) ' 

r. - b--- n+ K0 + K" + (N7T) 
,'/1 +I 

lji 'f" ..... r - "'0 

+ K 'f" + .!if:. ..... (IV'' 7r oJ , --

!T-+ /> - 1\o+ K ++ !1{- + (#7r") , 

.tr+ }>- Ao + f>+ n + K- + (/¥';,.) _ 

r+r-~+ (H'r') 

which is of great interest from the point of view of conservation of parity in strong interactions. 

The underlined terms are the set of three( or fou~particles, the production of any two(or thre9 from 

which is forbidded in accordance with the laws of conservation and the obtaining of the desired 

<~>ymmetries in irs distribution is more probable. 

The reactions in which the quantum numbers 5
1 

and S,a. introduced in 5 are not conserved 

are of interest)n this case S = 51 + Sa. . Pais assumed 
6 

that in these reactions the parity may 

be not conserved. The reactions: 

Jr-+j>-~+(#'T':), 
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+ -
!ll++r - K +Ko+f+(.NrJ . K- + f - z=+ + :x-- + (...v '-:r") 

K+ + f - f + Ko+ .r++ (.¥#-;} ) 
+ Ao K" o K + f- ~ ' + + K + .r++9T++ (h7~ 

f + f -- L: + + K + + n + ( Hr) f'+f - /'+ K++ K"+n+ (.Nr) 

sene as an example . The terms underlined here represent the sets of particles which are of in

terest. 

It sh~uld be note that if in the investigation of asymmetry in the distribution of one of secon-

dary particles with respect to the plane constructed by an initial particle and other( quite defi

nite) secondary particle, the other particles are not analysed then in this case we arrive essenti

ally at the summation of asymmetries from various processes. If the parity is not conserved asym

metries from various reactions can strengthen each other or weaken but it is quite clear that if 

such an asymmetry will be discovered it will testify to the non-conservation of parity in strong 

interactions ) at least in one of summarized reactions). 

In / 2 I it is shown that if in the reaction of the type .9F+p --A"+ K" the longitudinal polari

zation of A • -hyperon will be discovered then it will testify to the non-conservation of parity in 

k-meson and hyperon production. If in the final state in additional to the hyperon there are two or 

more particles then when the parity is conserved in strong interactions the longitudinal polari

zation of hyperon can appear. However, in the case of conservation of parity if only the cases in 

which any other particle is detected in a given direction (or other correlations) are not selected 

.then the longitudinal polarization of hyperon does not lead to the asymmetry in the distribution 

of the momenta of !li -mesons of decay on the plane of the hyperon production . The longitudinal 

polarization will lead us to the asymmetry in the distribution of J' -mesons from the hyperon de-

cay with respect to the plane perpendicular to the hyperon production plane and will testify to the 

non-conservation of parity in strong interactions in that case if we shall not select hyperons by 

means of their correlation with directions of any other final particles , hyperons themselves beint~ 

considered at the fixed angle of production as well as at any angle. of production. Thus , the 

asymmetry in hyperon decays will testify to the non-conservation of parity in hyperon produc

tion in the case only if the averaging over the angles of production of other final particles will 

take pl.ace in the summation cf some cases. 

We conclude that the discovery of the non-conservation of parity in strong interactions would 
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confirm the initial conceptions and would give a lso the possibility co analyse more deeply a num

ber of phenomena: the choice between possible modifica tions in the systematics of the elementa

ry particles, the test of the hypotheses of the charge invariance, clearing up of the role of k-me

son-hyperon forces in the nuclear forces e t al. 
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